We will go over supplies during first class. Please bring what you have to class if you’ve already painted. Some materials will be provided for the first class so you can explore.

**Painting surface to work on:**

Canson Watercolor Pad 11x14, or larger, 140lb, cold press
Bristol Paper Pad, optional
one or two Canvas Boards- 9x12 or larger.

**Brushes:** Brushes- Short handle, round watercolor/acrylic brushes, synthetic, sizes #2, #6, #10
Palette knife to mix paints.

**Acrylic tube paints (your choice of colors but please get a yellow, red and blue and white):**

Liquitex Heavy Body or something similar
Mixing White, Titanium White
Cadmium Yellow Medium Hue
Cadmium Red, Medium Hue
Ultramarine Blue
Cobalt Blue
*Cerulean Blue, optional*
Viridian Hue
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Burnt Sienna, optional

**Sketching Tools:**
H pencil, Sharpener, Kneaded Eraser.

**Painting Tools:**
Masonite board or something similar to tape paper to.
Matt Medium
mild bar soap
cloth or paper towels
plastic containers
HB pencil, eraser, pencil sharpener
spray bottle- $ store

Paper palette pad, please do not use plastic or aluminum surfaces.
Masking tape
Bring any supplies you already have
ask for a color chart